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(PART 1 OF 2 PARTS)



Why Won't It Start? By M. B. Taylor, EAA 14794 President, AEROCAR, Inc. Box 546, Longview, Wash.



ERTAIN TIMES of the year, the problem of getting the usual light aircraft engine to start can be one of the C most exasperating things a homebuilder can encounter. However, if he will note, he will see that his friends with their "store-bought" airplanes seem to be having the same sort of trouble. Who has not seen a private airplane owner grind and grind his engine for hours in an effort to get it started on a cold day or, for that matter, sometimes on hot days. And the usual practice of cranking the engine through, one cylinder at a time, seems to be the fate of most owners who have a little time on their engines or have not installed a new battery in the past 30 days. Certainly it would seem that, with all of the millions of automobile engines in the world that start at the mere push of a button even on the coldest day and sometimes with a battery that has been there for years, the light aircraft engine should be equally easy to start. So far as anyone can tell us, these lightplane engines run by the same set of basic rules and principles as the automobile engines, and goodness only knows that we have to pay enough for them. The reasons are basically simple. The main one is that the manufacturer would seem to have been trying to give the usual installation every reason not to start. Harsh words, you say? Read on and we will try to tell you why. We can't tell you why nothing has been done about it, but we can tell you what you can do about it if you want an installation that will at least start, and start easily if everything is hooked up and the battery has enough charge in it to turn the engine over and gas is getting to the carburetor. The only trouble with our solution from the homebuilder's standpoint is that you must have an electrical system in the airplane. However, since we are trying to make this proposition "auto-like", we must at least have a battery in the airplane since battery-less automobiles sort of went out of fashion a few years ago. To get to the problem, let us first say that the biggest reason for starting problems is timing. This goes not only for ignition timing, but also valve timing and, for that matter, operator timing! First, the basic principle of the four-cycle engine must be understood, and we will assume that anyone reading this is at least somewhat informed on this. Further, for this discussion, we are going to talk only about magneto ignition systems since it is recognized that they do work good once the engine is started and are lightweight. In general, they seldom give much trouble. This starting problem isn't the fault of the magneto, and we would venture to guess that more magneto trouble is caused by people tinkering with the magnetos in their effort to cure starting problems than anything else. Only tinker with a magneto %vhen all else fails as usually it is going to be the last thing to give trouble.



Now, a lot of people know that, in order to get much power out of a four-cycle engine, it is necessary to have the engine properly timed. 26
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In the usual installation, the ignition system does not fire the spark plugs on the power stroke but, instead, the spark occurs at the plug some time earlier. This is usually called for in instructions to be at 20 to 30 deg. before top center (ETC). What this means is that the mechanic adjusts the magnetos so that the points of the magneto open when the crankshaft throw of the number one piston has reached the top of its travel before starting down on the power stroke. This is necessary due to the fact that while we think of the explosion in the cylinder which is caused by the spark igniting the fuel-air charge as a "bang" proposition, it really is a burning operation which takes an appreciable amount of time. Thus, we set things up so that the spark ignites the charge while the piston is moving up on the compression stroke. Since the velocity with which the piston is moving is a variable thing that is related to the speed of the engine, and the burning of the charge is something that for discussion matters we will assume to be more or less constant, it is easy to see that if the engine is turning over at high rpm, the spark should occur considerably earlier than it should if the engine is just getting started (low speed or no speed at all except just cranking). Thus, if the spark occurs at the same time during the cranking process as it does during high speed running, it is easy to see that the burning process can be started and expansion can be taking place in the cylinder before the piston ever reaches top dead center. The result is that, if the engine is to continue turning in the same direction, you are ending up with a situation in which you are trying to compress an expanding charge, and the engine would really rather run in the other direction under these circumstances. This is



what happens when the engine kicks back. Now, Grandpa found out that he had to retard the spark on his Model T if he was to get his engine started because if he didn't, he would get a busted arm for his trouble. There have been a few busted knuckles on lightplane propellers, too, for that matter. The main reason why there aren't more is that the inertia of the propeller will usually keep the engine turning in the right direction at least far enough and fast enough so that the expanding charge in the cylinder will then make it continue to turn the way it should. However, it is easy to see that



during the cranking phase of operation, some provision for getting the spark to occur later than during running is going to be necessary. This is usually done in lightplane engines by means of an impulse coupler. This device not only retards the spark during cranking, but also has a little spring device in it which winds up and gives the magneto an extra amount of twirl or velocity right when that spark is needed. We don't want to get into magneto theory; suffice it to say that the usual aircraft magneto has to be turning over faster than its normal gearing will turn it during the cranking process or it won't generate enough charge to give a good, if any, spark. So we have been using impulse couplers for, lo, these many years. There are several things wrong with installations of this sort, all of which add to the basic starting problems. You can see that if the impulse coupler mechanism doesn't work you are in for trouble, and the basic design of impulse couplers is such that, in cold weather and with heavy oil, they can sometimes and usually do fail to not only retard the spark, but also fail to give that extra twirl that is needed to give a good, fat, healthy spark at the plug. Of course, dirty plugs, poor insulation and poorly maintained equipment all add up to further trouble, but we assume that everything is working good except that we have this cold weather. So the oil is thick, and we are in trouble. Not only is everything working against us at this point but, when the magneto with its impulse coupler does work, we end up with just one big fat spark just when we need a whole bunch of them. This is the nature of a magneto. It just develops that spark, basically just a single spark, and then it is dead until it is wound up again with that spring and the points open again for another cylinder.



of the engine running at variable rpm, while we have another phenomena of trying to get that fuel/air charge developed in the carburetor and down those pipes and past the valves and into the cylinders. Again, without get-



ting too technical, suffice it to say that we really don't open (hat intake valve at the exact same time when the piston starts down on the intake stroke, but we must open it somewhat earlier . . . actually, during the last part of the exhaust stroke. As a result, we find that we have a situation because of this velocity problem in which the



exhaust valve of the engine is open at the same time as



the intake valve. This again works fine and gives the best power when the engine is turning up, but during that



cranking it just isn't the thing to do. The result is that we



have a condition in which we have the exhaust of a cylin-



der which may have fired, although not firing good enough



to get (he engine started, really firing back across a cylin-



der and into the intake manifold system.



This not only blows the fuel/air charge out of that cylinder, but results in less suction or manifold pressure



drop in the intake manifold, so that there is little if any



velocity of air across the jets in the carburetor. This not only dilutes the fuel/air charge in the manifold, but also blows the next cylinder to fire out of business and makes I he carburetor stop working just when we need it.



is that the impulse couplers have finally loosened up



Again, it looks like everything is conspiring to make the engine hard to start. The engine manufacturers, unfortunately, do most of their engine development in nice warm test cells and on good days, with new engines, wellcharged batteries and a lot of knowledge of the problems. This isn't the condition under which a lot of our lightplane engines are started. It has taken years for the problems in the field to gradually become known to the engine builders. Not only that, but they want to get as much power out of that engine as possible and that timing of the ignition and the aspiration must be optimum if they are to get the most out of what they are selling us. After all, we demand it! For years we have accepted these problems to get light weight and as low cost as possible, and there haven't been too many of us to protest or know better. All this is now changing, and we want our airplane to start like our latest model automobile. There really is no reason why it shouldn't and lightplane engine builders are now beginning to come up with engines that will at least draw a little manifold pressure drop when they are cranked. If you have a manifold pressure gauge, you can see this if you just close the throttle and crank the engine with the switch off. If the drop is very little, you are going to have cranking problems. The newer engines are much better on this score. Our last timing problem is the operator . . . really, there are others, but we didn't want to get into those. Here we find that our lightplane owner often tries to start his engine before it really is ready to start. You can see that if the engine is full of cold oil, and the iron itself and the outside air are cold, it really isn't time to start to crank the engine. Furthermore, if the engine hasn't sucked some fuel/air charge into the cylinder, and if the mixture is too rich or too lean, then the engine isn't ready to start. So we must first assure ourselves that there is a possibility of the engine starting or all the



engine over easier since the bearings aren't filled with heavy congealed oil which then takes everything the starter can give just to pull the engine through.



push the mixture control into the rich position. Last, we just forgot to turn off the master switch and navigation lights the last time we flew and ran the battery down over the past week. Add all of these things together and



Now, you can see that if a plug is fouled and if only one magneto is equipped with an impulse coupler, as with most engines, you can easily end up in a situation in which you can only have two plugs on a standard dual ignition four-cylinder engine which just might be of some assistance in getting the darn thing to start at all. Normally, one magneto is hooked up to two top and two bottom plugs, and for good reason, but it is very common for the bottom plugs in each cylinder to be fouled due to the engine having laid around for a week or month without having been run and the oil has all run down into the bottom plugs. As we said, someone seems to have given it every reason not to start! So we can see that timing of the ignition is most important to the problem. We will tell you what you can do about this later, but you can see that it greatly improves chances of getting the thing to start if you have two magnetos equipped with impulse couplers, as this at least gives you four top plugs that might be of help. It is also a good idea to have the oil thin enough to let the pawls of the impulse couplers work freely so that they can engage their trip pins and give that extra twirl and retarded spark so that the engine will not try to run



backward. With a little reflection, you can see that this is the reason why, when we do get the engine to kick and finally have turned it through enough compressions to get it to kick, it usually will start. All that has happened



enough so that they will work. So, the first thing to do is to put lighter oil in, in winter weather. This not only lets the impulse couplers work, but also lets the starter turn the



Right now, let's discuss timing with regard to aspira-



tion or engine breathing. Here again, we have the problem



cranking in the world won't make it go. Add to this the problem of forgetting to turn on the gas or forgetting to



you can see why the darn thing won't start. (END



OF PART 1) SPORT AVIATION
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Why Won't It Start? By M. B. Taylor, EAA 14794 President, AEROCAR, Inc. Box 546, Longview, Wash.



E HAVE previously looked at the problems of hard W starting and reasons for them. We would be remiss if we were not to offer some answers to these problems.



tems seldom can be flooded, and that with ample use of the throttle before cranking, it is possible to greatly enhance chances of starting through the simple expedient



There is, of course, little that we can do about that valve timing, but at least the engine manufacturers are trying to do something about this on the newer engines. There are things that the homebuilder can do about some of the problems though, and we will discuss these. There is a better way of getting that ignition retarded during the cranking process than doing it with a sometimes affair like the impulse coupler. True, the impulse coupler has provided an answer to getting the engine started in aircraft without batteries for years, and we must give some credit to it for that. But, we want to talk about auto-like starting and must assume that we have a battery, generator and starter in our airplane. If you don't, read no further! If you do, perhaps the following suggestions will give you some hope. The first thing really needed in lightplanes is an ignition switch which will also control the usual functions of the master switch. In our automobiles, we find that when we turn the ignition off, we also kill the heater blower, the electric instruments, the alternator field and usually the radio, just to mention a few. Can anyone tell us why we have to first turn off the ignition switch and then the master switch before we can consider our lightplanes shut down, and possibly forgetting to turn off the radio, lights and other things? From a safety standpoint, the separate master switch makes sense, but for normal operation why not incorporate the master switch function into the ignition switch? In that way, one operation does the job. The usual aircraft engine must be stopped by means of the idle cut-off, but even this operation can be eliminated if the propeller were permitted to uncouple from the engine, as it does in the Aerocar "flying automobiles" where you turn off the switch and the engine stops, the ignition is off, and the accessory functions are all killed in one operation. There is nothing in the FAA regulations that requires a master switch, and a simple battery disconnect that can be used in emergencies to not only kill the battery but also the generator would do as well. It would do away with all hot wires through the firewall by operation through a push-pull "bowden" wire, and result in a much less costly arrangement than separate power relays, etc. The only trouble here is that no one makes such a switch for magnetos. Magneto switches



of pumping the throttle. This causes the accelerator pump in the carburetor to squirt raw gasoline into the induction system so that the engine is assured of getting enough fuel to run if it is cranked. While this may result in an overly rich mixture the first time that a cylinder gulps in a charge, the induction manifold is quickly purged with fresh air so that the mixture is quickly leaned and, after one or two cycles, a given cylinder will come into a condition where the mixture is suitable for the desired explosion. Therefore, a good way to start a balky engine is usually to pump the throttle until raw gas drips out of the bottom of the engine cowl from the carburetor-heat box drain. Then open the throttle fully and proceed to crank the engine. Under such conditions, it is quite common to see the usual lightplane engine actually start and then run for a few revolutions and suddenly stop running. This phenomena is caused by several things. Mainly, the engine has run away from the fuel or, in other words, used up all of the fuel/air charge that was developed in the intake



tubes of a suitable mixture to make the engine run. With the engine being started under these conditions, the operator probably has the throttle open wide or nearly so in an attempt to get a proper mixture and, when the engine



DUAL HOOKUP



least under good weather operations. While the recent changes in valve timing are result-



ing in better suction, and thus a better chance of getting a proper fuel/air mixture to the cylinders while cranking, the operator of the usual lightplane engine can do much to help his own chances of getting the engine to start. By recognizing that aircraft carburetors and induction sys12
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are on when the circuit is open, and off when the circuits



are closed, so conventional auto ignition switches with the accessory provision won't work. We build our own ignition switches for the Aerocar to get this feature. This simple arrangement results in an installation which largely does away with run-down batteries, and this probably is one of the greater reasons for starting difficulties, at
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does start, he suddenly snaps the throttle shut and this very action tends to stop the engine. Another thing that



adds to this problem and type of start is the fact that the



engine often causes the spark plugs to freeze. This is a phenomena in which the moisture in the cylinder tends



to condensate on the points of the plugs and actually can



cause frost and a shorting of the plug. This is somewhat like moisture forming on a warm window when the air outside is cold and is an involved operation. If conditions are right, and with conventional magneto ignition, the only solution to this sort of hard starting is to actually remove the plugs and dry them off in a flame or hot air. Here, too, there is an easy solution to avoiding this type of problem if a properly designed ignition system is used in the first place. As you can see, the conventional light aircraft igni-



tion system seems to be the biggest contributor to hard



starting problems. There is, of course, a whole new bunch of problems with regard to the starter, the gearing of the starter and, in particular, the design of the mechanism which engages the starter and then disengages it automatically when the engine starts. These problems are mostly associated with the irreversibility of the starter gear train during engine kicking, and you can see that any gearing without torque overload protection, etc., can easily end up with actual failure of the starter mounts. It is still quite common for one make of lightplane engine to actually kick the starter completely off the engine by breaking the starter mount flange. These problems are particularly common with helicopters where the absence



of the propeller and its inertia tend to carry the engine on



through compression in the direction of the desired turning. There is the further problem of having the starter disengage prematurely due to the Bendix drive "falling out" when the engine tends to run away from the starter drive by a cylinder firing enough to accelerate the engine but the engine not continuing to run on its own. These problems have been largely eliminated in recent years by improvements in starter-drive design, but the homebuilder with an older engine can still encounter these difficulties. The fix is, of course, to obtain a starter-drive of the newer type. Many people seem to feel that it is necessary to turn the engine over rapidly in order to get it to start. This is not true; if the proper mixture is in the cylinders and the valves are closed with the piston rings keeping a reasonable amount of compression, the engine can actually be started from a dead rest by merely firing the plug. This is difficult to do but, with the proper type of ignition boosting (as we prefer to call it), this almost automatic starting can be demonstrated. This gets us to what we feel is a far better and improved type of ignition system for engine starting than impulse couplers. This is now recognized, at least partially, as the "Shower of Sparks" system. In the present systems of this type, the engine is equipped with magnetos which are direct drive, and the old familiar impulse coupler is eliminated as are the many problems associated with it. Instead, the engine gets the retarded spark occurrence for engine starting through a separate set of magneto points which are built into the magneto itself. These points only work while the starter button is being depressed. This is done through suitable wiring within a special type of ignition switch or through a separate isolation relay within another unit which is called the "vibrator." The isolation relay merely serves to hook the second set of retarded points up during the cranking operation and, when the engine starts and the starter button is released, the engine immediately is being run on the fully advanced set of points just like the old magneto with the impulse



coupler. Impulse couplers only operate up to about 250300 engine rpm after which they automatically drop out through the action of a centrifugal governor-type device, and the usual lightplane engine then runs on the fully advanced set of points with the timing of the spark occurring at whatever the proper degree of spark advance may be for that particular engine, its compression ratio, the fuel used and where the engine probably develops its best power at cruise or full throttle. Such spark advance is not proper for anything but this higher speed operation and, in most lightplane engines, the spark advance of, say, approximately 25 deg. BTC is only proper at engine speeds something above 1800-2000 rpm. At anything less than this, the spark should be progressively retarded so that at, say, 500-600 engine rpm, the spark should not be advanced over about 5 deg. BTC. These values are only approximate and vary for different engines. However, almost every automobile on the street has a centrifugal spark advance mechanism to accomplish this spark advance and retarding automatically, since the automobile industry found out years ago that it not only made their engines run smoother but it also reduced bearing loads and otherwise contributed to greater engine life. While the usual auto engine is called on to run at lower speeds more often than at higher speeds, the aircraft engine still has to run a considerable part of its life at lower speeds. With conventional magnetos, this is a condition under which the engine is running with an expanding explosion occurring in the cylinder which, in turn, is being compressed by the piston before it reaches top dead center and starts down on its power stroke. The result is that the engine would really



rather run the other way and were it not for the inertia



of the propeller it probably wouldn't run at all. Light aircraft engine designers, of course, count on this inertia to keep the engines running and apparently feel that the simplicity of constant full advanced spark after the engine



is once started exceeds any advantages of automatic spark



advance, lessened bearing loads, etc. Where cost is a factor, this may or may not be true. However, with the engine trying to stop itself between each and every firing of a cylinder at low speed, you can see that, with more complicated propellers and other accessories being driven by the gear train within the engine, there are many problems of wear which must now be recognized. Not the least of these is supercharger drives, etc., in the more sophisticated type of installation. Once the impulse coupler is eliminated, it becomes necessary to provide some mechanism which will let the magneto develop enough voltage to fire the spark plugs since the extra twirl of the impulse coupler is lost. This is now commonly done with a vibrator device which is nothing more than a door bell buzzer type mechanism uhich introduces interrupted 12 volts of direct current across the magneto points whenever the system is energized. This direct current in impulses would, of course, weld the points shut when they are once closed, so these systems include suitable dropping resistors or series coils which prevent the direct current from welding the points shut, but which permit sufficient current to flow when the points are open so that the interrupted direct current then causes a whole series of sparks to occur whenever the points are open. This provides a sparking at the plug which is not just a single spark as with the usual magneto arrangement but is a shower of sparks . . . thus the name of the system. This not only means that instead of a single spark occurring in the cylinder which may or may not ignite the fuel/air mixture at that instant, but that you get a recurring spark in the cylinder which not only (Continued on page 1 5) SPORT AVIATION
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same layout for the opposite tip. Follow grain directions as shown on the sketch. Add reinforcing plates and store on your supports overhead. Next, make the straight top and



bottom webs as per the sketches, and then the top and bottom spar flanges. Note that the angles on the ends of the top and bottom flanges are different.
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(Continued from page 13)



tends to dry off the plug points themselves but also continues to burn as long as the magneto points are open. The vibrator arrangement is so set up that several hundred individual sparks occur each second across the plug points during the starting process each time that the magneto points are open for a particular plug to fire. Thus, while the mixture adjacent to a plug may not be proper for explosion at one instant and no explosion can occur if there is only one spark, with this arrangement perhaps a thousandth of a second later the mixture adjacent to the plug may be suitable for an explosion due to turbulence in the cylinder, and it can occur. Obviously, this gives improved chances of starting the engine. Further, with the impulse coupler no longer needed to give this initial cranking spark, the space formerly occupied by the impulse coupler can be used to incorporate a suitable centrifugal governor into the magneto itself so that you can automatically get the desired degree of spark retardation during the first cranking. It would then no longer be necesasry to have the engine go automatically to full-advanced spark. Instead, it can have an advance feature which properly advances the spark for whatever



speed the engine may be turning just like the conventional automobile. The engine will now no longer stop



or tend to run backward, but we find that the engine will run just as smoothly as an automobile engine. We also



find that the familiar clatter of the too-far advanced ignition is absent and we no longer hear the ping of the



too-far advanced spark. Until you hear your engine run with such a proper type of ignition system, you can have



ft up SEAT



At this point, the ends of your spar table may be turned down to coincide with the angle on the bottom spar flanges . . . and the flanges jigged to the table upside down. Glue the bottom web into position. Next, raise the ends of the table to coincide with the top flanges and jig these into position and glue the top web. Following this operation, place the lower flange with polyhedral up on the jig table and supported on the ends with the raised table ends, and install the inner webs which you have built previously. Then mount and glue the top web assembly into position, followed by the front web plate. Do not attach the rear web plate at this time. Your spar is now ready for inspection. After inspection, varnish the interior and attach the rear web, and your spar is completed. The accompanying two sketches show the details of the center section, main mounting ribs and seat area, and should be self explanatory. Reference numbers on the sketches apply to those shown on the drawings for the Jodel D-9. ®



no idea of how much noise you have been tolerating and accepting these long years. At this point you may be wondering why the lightplane industry has tolerated such an obviously undesircble system of ignition. The writer cannot answer this question. However, the situation is changing. You can now buy magnetos for your light aircraft engine with this automatic spark advance system built in. You can also buy the necessary vibrators to give the required spark during cranking. For the usual four cylinder engine, these are known as the S4LN-26 Bendix magneto. This is, of course, a shielded magneto and is the same size as the familiar S4LN-21 with the impulse coupler. The spacer which comes with the -21 magneto is still required, since it now covers the centrifugal governor. You will also need the vibrator system and this can be purchased from Scintilla and you should order the one with the isolation relay unless you get the special switch. While only one vibrator is necessary, you can see from the foregoing discussion (hat it is better to have both magnetos giving the engine every reason to run during the cranking process, and the writer heartily recommends the use of two vibrators and



double-boosting. The Slick-Electro people are now building



a centrifugal advanced magneto system and they, too, can supply equipment which will practically eliminate the mechanical problems of hard starting. Of course, no one can make you quit forgetting to



turn on the ignition switch, or make you remember to



push in the mixture control or to turn on the gas. However we can assure you that "auto-like" lightplane engine starting is possible regardless of weather if you just use the right equipment and your head. ® SPORT AVIATION
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Why balance.pdf 

stress, which over time can lead to crack generating and propagation, leading to component failure. Engine Crank. The next component in the vibration chain is ...
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Why MySpace sucks... - abats 

An australo-american businessman called Rupert Murdoch. To say it ... requires (a little) more efforts than opening a MySpace account but is allows us to remain.
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Why MySpace sucks... - APF 

"Too bad to boycott MySpace, since this is a tremendous free communication tool for ... "In a "business" frame, let us be realistic : basically, our job is to assist ...
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Why That Airfoil? - Size 

set at a positive angle of attack, a curved .... ficients vary with angle of attack, as .... the deck of cards, where they are being slowed down but continue to move in.
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why! W650SZ Remplacement processeur 

27 oct. 2016 - W650SZ Remplacement processeur. Remplacement du processeur (CPU) Intel core i5 4200M Haswell. Written By: Felice Suglia.
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WHY TOLERATE RADIO NOISE 

tion switch to each magneto), MUST be shielded ... Install your strobe light circuit breaker at the end of the ... Usually the power supply end provides the quietest.
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Why Wouldn'you tell them 

Health Ethics Today Volume 15, Number 1, 2005. Research studies show that while an increasing number of parents of children conceived as a result of donor ...
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why tolerate radio noise 

with the operational accuracy of some of your elec- trical instrumentation. ..... tle of metal, the rumbling of tires on the pavement and wind noise, not to mention ...
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Why MixTRV? - Alexandre Lourme 

erties of its underlying parsimonious models, properties that are important both for representing and interpreting the inferred model. Several model families.
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